


I have now used the Hawk Performance
Ceramic Brake Pads for over a month. I
use my 2002 Z06 as my daily driver and
track time car. First I want to report to
you, I have battled with brake dust on my
various Corvettes since 1997 and I have
to say you’ve got a winner! The dust these

pads produce is far less than the stock pads, and it actually keeps the rims looking good for
about 3 times as long. That’s the first good news! Even better is the noise level of the pads for
a performance pad, there is none! It’s an absolute pleasure to have a performance pad that
doesn’t loudly announce its arrival before every stop. And most importantly, the pads perform
as promised, they do a great job of stopping!

These pads are the best of all worlds for a daily driver that occasionally sees the track.

Michael G. Wilson
Eckler’s Corvette Parts

Well, the pads are in and let me start 
by saying, they are awesome. The NEW
Hawk Performance Ceramic Brake Pads
grip the moment you touch the pedal. The
feel is instant and you have to relearn
your car over again. Once you get use to
the grip, you can modulate the pedal in

the top half to control the car. Scrubbing off 40km of highway speed only requires a light tap
on the pedal. The second part of the travel will have you stopping short of your mark. I'm sure
these things have cut 30-40ft off of my braking. No fade, no noise, no dust!

This is the pad for the aggressive street driver.

John Pinfold
Marcor Automotive

HP PERFORMANCE CERAMIC
PROFESSIONAL BRAKE TUNER
COMPOUND

This unique ceramic composite formulation was
specifically developed to meet the ultra-low dust, low
noise performance of OE ceramic brake pads, while
maintaining the high friction levels professional brake
tuners have grown to expect from our products.
Performance Ceramic brake pads also feature a fade
resistant, linear friction profile that allows your ABS
brake system to work more effectively.  
Performance Ceramic - quiet, clean, 
safe and fast stopping.

Key Features:

Visit www.hawkperformance.com to 
locate a distributor near you.

• Extremely quiet.

• Stable friction output.

• Ultra-low dust.

• Extended pad life.

• Increased rotor life.

• Improved braking over OE.


